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What to Send to Whom

Membership and Subscription Information

Send new and al rnanberShips and subscriptions, back issue
requests, address chanN email address changes, gaze prediction
requests, reimbursement requests, Special requests, and other
IOTA business, bµt pQt obmyMion µports. to:
Craig A. and Terri A. McManus
Secretary & Treasurer
2760 SW Jewell Ave
Topeka KS 66611-1614 USA
Email: IOTA@inlandnet.net

All payments made to IOTA must be in United States
funds and drawn on a US bank, or by cMit card charge to VISA
or MasterCard. If you use VISA or MastaCarcl include your
account number, expiration date, and signature. (Fb not send
credit card Hormation through e-mail. It is not secure nor safe to
do SO.) Make all payments to IOTA and send them to the
Socnetary & T
at tbe address on the left. MemberShips and
subscriptions may be made for one or two years, only.
Occultation Newsletter subscriptions (I year = 4 issues)
are USS20.00 per year for USA Can^ and Mexico; and
US$25.00 per year for all others. Single issues, including back
issues, are 1/4 of the subscription price.
MemberShips include the Occultation Newsletter and
annual pMicticms and supplements. Memberships are USS30.00
peryear for USA C~ and Mexico; and USS35.00 per year for
all others. Observm hum Eiwpe and the BritiSh Isles should join
the European Service (IOTA/ES). See the inside back cover for

Send ON articles and editorial matters to:
Rex L. Easton
Editor for Occultation Newsletter
2007 SW Mission Ave, Apt. 1
Topeka KS 66604-3341 USA
Email: SkyGazcr@inlandnet.net
Send Lunar Grazing Ckcultation reports to:
Dr. Mitsuru SOma
V.P. for Grazing Occultation Services
National Astronomical Observatory
Osawa Mitaka-shi
Tokyo 181, Japan
Email: SornaMT@cc.nao.ac.jp
Send Anecdotal Stories of Lunar Grazing Occultations to:
Richard P. Wilds
3630 SW Belle Ave
Topeka KS 66614-4542 USA
Email: DarkMatter-at-HART@worldnet.att.net
Send Total Occultation and copies of L
_

Grazing Occultation

mports to:International Lunar Occultation Centre (ILOC)
Geodesy and Goophysics Division
Hydrographic Department
Tsukiji-5, Chou-kn
Tokyo, 104 Japan
Email: ILCK@wsll.cuejhd.gojp

more information.
IOTA Publications
Ahhcml tbe following are included in memberShip, nonmembers
will be charged for:
·
Local Circumstances for Appulses of Solar System
objects with Stars predictions US$1.00
·
Graze Limit and Profile pMictions USSl.50 per g'aze.
0
Papers explaining the use of the above predictions
USS2.50
0
IOTA Observer's Manual US$5.00
Asteroidal Ckcuhatian Slu)pklnents will be available for US$2.50
firom the following regional coordinators:
0
South America--Orlando A. Naranjo; Universidad de
los Andes; Dept. & Fisica; Meri& Venezuela
"
Europe-RolaM Boninsegna; Rue dc Marianbourg, 33;
B-6381 DOURBES; Belgium or IOTA/ES (see back

cover)
0
0

7

Send Asteroidal Appulse and Asteroidal Occultation reports to:
Jim Stamm
VP. for Planetary Occultation Services
11781 N. Joi Drive
Tucson AZ 85737-8871 USA
Email: JiniStanm@aztec.asu.edu
Seod cbservations of occultations that indicate stellar duplicity to:
Henk Builder
Insteek 44
NL-2771 Boskoop
The Netherlands
Email: HJJBulder@compuservecom

0
0

Southem Africa--M. D. Overbeek; Box 212; Edenvale
1610; Republic of South Ahica
AustmHa and New Zealand--Graham Blow; P.O. Box
2241; WellingtorL New Zealand
Japan--Toshiro Hirose; 1-13 Shimomaruko l-chome;
Ota-lal Tokyo 146, Japan
All other areas--jim Stanim; (see address at leh)

ON Publication Information
Occuhation Newsletter (ISSN 0737-6766) is published quarterly
by the Intalla~ Occultation Timing Association, Inc. (IOTA),
2760 SW Jewell Ave, Topeka KS 66611-1614, USA. IOTA is a
tax exelnl?t organization under sections 50l(c)(3) and 509(a)(2) of
the Internal Revenue Code USA, and is incorporated in the state
of Texas. First class postage paid at Topeka KS, USA. Printing
by Tony Murray of Georgetown, GA, USA. Ciruilation: 400.
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IOTA News
David W. Dunham
dunham@erols.cam
qmting Changes: Changes have been made for r¶x)rting
bservations of lunar grazing occultations and double stars
discovered during occultations, as described below. This Should
make IOTA's analyses of these observations moire efficient, and
will give observers quicker feedback.
Grazing Oecultations: In addition to ILOC, Wports of lunar
grazing occultations should now be sent to Mitsuru SOma at the
National Observatory in Mitaka, Japan, as now given at the left.
Shifts Hom the predicted profile no longer need to be given in the
reports since Dr. SOma can determine them. He is anxious to
receive grazE reports, preferably in ILOC's BO-column format (as
attached files) or in IOTA's cmail76 format, but he can use other
reasonably well organized formats giving complete information
about the station coordinates and timings as well. (However,
ILOC can only accq)t their BO-column format as a uuenccxied
attachalhk, or in the anail76 format). Dr. SOma will analyze the
observations so that, when appropriate, additions can be made to
the observed graze database (mainly Cassini-region events) used
by ACLPPP and (starting with 1998 predictions) GRAZEREG.
He will also prepare the summary tables of observed grazes for
future issues of ON. Stories of cvents with any unusual
circumstance, or anecdotal accounts that might be of intepest to
others should be serit to Richard P. Wilds at DarkMatter-atHAKr@NvoddKKLattnet since Richard will co-author the graze
articles for ONwith Dr. SOma. For those who don't have access
toanML staries can also be sent by regular postal mail to Richard
at 3630 SW Belle Ave.; Topek% KS 66614-4542; USA.
A tanporalyocjm?licatkMlwm occur in January - March,
1998, when Ik. SOma will work with Dr. David Smith's group at
the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Marylancl to work
primarily on the job of determining the best overall lunar
topographic model with a combined analysis of both occultation
(especially grazing) and Clementine observations. Dr. SOma's
temporary addresses will be published here as soon as they are
known, and will be given on our sky.nct web site. If at the
beginning of 1998, you don't have Dr. SOma's temporary address
and you have some observations to report, send them to me andl
will pass them on to him.
Double Stan: Henk Bulderwas the first to respond to my request
for someone to take over the work of organizing and reporting
observations of occultations that indicate stellar duplicity. He
should be very capable with this job, having email,
HJJBujdeWcompusewccom, as well as much observational
experience with the subject. I have sent him all of the IOTA
double star files, and he is doing valuable work to better organize
tbelIL Ifyou don't have email, give your observations to Henk by
phone at +31-1722-11870 or by postal mail at Insteek 44; NL277 1 Boskoop; The Netherlands.
Henk's o¶er to help was followed soon by three others:
Jan Manek in Prague, Czech Republic; Benoit Rousseau, Paris,
France; and Brian Mason, Washington, DC, USA. They can help
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Henk with some aspects of the work; many errors need to be
correctexl information improv«l etc. Brian Mason, with his
backgr'omd working with Speckle interferurnetric observations of
occultation doubles at the Center for High Angular Rcsolution
Astrcmetry (CHARA) in AtlanW GA, but now taking over Dr.
Wcdey'sjcb in maintaining the master double star database at the
US Naval Observatory, will be of special help to the project.
Brian will work closely with Henk once the IOTA data are in the
fonn that Henk decides is best, amending the files of orbital
elanents andbasicdata to include the latest speckle results. Also,
much work lies ahead to incorporate the large number of new and
improved double star observations firorn the Hippan»s mission.
Corrections and Additions: Two email addresses for reporting
observatkMls have changed Hom those given in the last issue. Jim
Stamm's email for reporting asteroidal appulse and occultation
observations is nemo@fksbmet and Walter "Rob" Robinson's
email for sending, or commenting on, IOTA's web Page is
Robimon@sky.net Robinson's IOTA site is mainly for lunar
occultations and eclipses; Jim Hart also maintains an IOTA web
site for asteroidal and planetary occultations; his email address is
jphaR@an~ie&mm. Jim also maintains IOTA's FTP site for
large files at ftp.anomalies.com.
Help Needed with Astrometric Updates: The OCCULT
program, version 4.06, can be used to update predictions of
occultations of stars by asteroids using astrometric observations
that am supplied by observers in email messages in the standard
Minor Planet Center format and selected by OCCULT simply by
scrolling through the message and marking the appropriate lines.
This relieves the need for laborious data entry and, with the whole
process controlled Rom menus, is a relatively easy, user Eiendly
process. Updated central line coordinates are output in a file that
canbe inchkkxl in an email message, and a description of the path
canbe pFepar'edeasily firom OCCULT's map display of the event,
which can also be given in an attached file in anail messages to
observers.
Now, asteroidal occultations can be updated days and
weeks in advance by observing the asteroid pass close to stars in
the very accurate Hippawos and ACT (combination of
Astrographic Catalog and Tycho data for much-improved proper
motions; see the separate article), and Jim Hart has written a
program that pIrxhKxs lists oftbese appulses that are posted on our
anomalies web site and distributed by email to astrometric
Qbservas. But thishas resulted in an order-ofmagnitude increase
in astrometric observations that has taken up great amounts of my
time, delaying my inputs for ON and much other valuable IOTA
work. We all want these asteroidal occultation improvanaits to
increase our chances for observing these elusive events, but it has
come at the expense of ruining our publication schedule. Ifyou
could possibly help with these updatea please obtain the latest
version of OCCULT Hom ftpanomalies.com, or ifyou already
have it, the upgrade file can be obtained there, or sent to you by
email by eitherme orKent Okasaki (the upgrade .ZIP file is about
1 megabyte). Help is especiauy needed in North America. Jan
Manahas donemudi goodwork with OCCULT in Europe, wh=
Martin Federspiel and Edwin GoRin have also updated and
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distributd predictions. pm of the job is also preparing the update
messages and distributing than to observers by email. I can
pruvideluy~ addressdhmory as an ASCII file thatyou could
use to enter at least the observers in yow region in your address
dinectory. Please let me know ifyou can help with this important
work; Ihwe already had to skip over some observations because
I haven't had time to process them all.
Meding8: An acoomtsofthe 15 annual IOTA meeting in Utah in
late July is given in a separate article. A longer article about the 16
European Sju!Nsium cm Ckcultation Projects in England in early
September will appear in the next ON; it will include abstracts of
most of the papers that were presented.
Since the last issue, presentations have been given at the
following meetings to encowage observations of cjccultati~
usualjy showing a videotape that I provided. The ones before July
29 concentrated on the Aldebaran occultation that morning,
especially the possibility of camcorder observations of it, as
discussed in the article on pages 351-357 of the last issue.
Rjvc|'side Telescope Mqkejs Conf«ence: Steve Edberg gave a
prcsentaUon at this meeting held near Big Bear Lake, California,
in late May.
Amcricm Am'llolni«l SpCietY' I gave a poster presentation on
observing the Aldebaran occultation with camcorders at a special
session on amateur-prufessional ccKperation on June 10 at the
AAS meeting in Winston-SalaIL North Carolina. My employer,
the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) of the Johns Hopkins
University, supported my travel for this meeting.
Asss&iatis2ILsdlallaLMllaImYgmvw; Derald Nye gave
a presentation on June 28 at ALPO's annual meeting in Las
Cruces, New Mexico.
UNverse '97: Richard Walker encouraged observations at some
educational sessions of this meeting in Chicago, sponsored by the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific.
Ashrmonjicaj kague Copvajtion: Derald Nye again presented at
this large meeting on July 5 at Copper Mountain Resort, Colorado.
Imemational school for Yq'u'b Astronomers: This was held in
ZanjaIL jm in July. Arvind Paranjpye firom the Indian University
College Astrononjy and Astrqphysics (?) gave some of the courses
in Zanjan. Before he left India, he requested occultation
predictions for Zanjan, which I provided. Unfortunately, he
reports that a Hyades passage and Aldebaran occultation on July
2 were clouded out.
Nebrasika Star Party: Richard P. Wilds gave an IOTA presentation
here in early August, with some support Rom the hosts.
seoond Arab AshDnolnical Conference: Paul Maley attended this
meeting, with local support hum the hosts, on September B-lO
(see pages 350-351 of the last issue). He gave a presentation
about IOTA's work, showing a video of some occultations and
eclipses. Paul was able to foster some interest in observing
oocultations and eclipses among the attendees hum Jordan, Saudi
Arabia, and Syria; some observations might be made near the
soutbem limit oftbe 1999 August total eclipse in the northernmost
pm of Syria.
Virgiµia Associatiqi Qf Astm'mic31 Societies: Brent Archinal
diowed avideotape and showed some viewgraphs at this meeting

in Ashlan(l Virgini% on September 27. A separate article
doculnemslWvideotape and figures, which could serve as pm of
a package that you might be able to present at an astronomical
meetingor large starparty in yow region. It also gives some news
of the public campaign forthe 1997 July 29 Aldebaran occliltatiom
and new developments about ruconding occultations with
camcorders. We need more observers everywhere, to marshall a
larger pe=ltage of the possible astronomical resources for
important occultations, so hopefully this material will help
accompliSh this job.
Double Occultation of Planets: On 1998 April 23, Venus and
JupiterwiU tKjthbe occulted by the Moon, simultaneously in a few
areas, as can be
in the maps reproduced Hom the Japarme
Ephemeris elsewhere in this issue. Paul Maley is organizing an
expedition to Ascension Island in the Atlantic Ocean between
Afiica and Brazil to observe and record this rare evcnt although
lunar occultations of the major planets no longer have any
scientific value. Contact Paul Maley in HoustoIL TX, at
PauLD.Makyl@jscmas&gov, phone 281-480-9878, for more
information.
Next issues: This overdue issue will be a little shorter than other
issues this year, but will be a large package at least for North
American observers since it will include the 1998 Asteroidal
Ckcuhatioti SUppkmentfmbmL We plan to publish the next two
issues in intervals of about 5 - 6 weeks to try to get back on
schedule. The next issue, whidi will probably be distributed in late
January, will include an account of the ESOP meeting and the
presentation abstracts, and will likely be sent along with the
hemispheric grazing occultation supplement for 1998. i

1997 IOTA Annual Meeting
Rick Frankenberger
rickf@stic.net
1997 annual ineetingof IOTAwas held on Sunday July 27,
1997, at the Planetarium of Utah Valley State College in
Orem, Utah. The informal get-acquainted meeting on Saturday
evening turned out to be more informal than planned. We milled
around in groups of two or three waiting for the other groups who
were milling around someplace else to show up. By 10:00 PM we
gave up and went our separate ways.
The business meeting was called to order by President
David Dunham on Sunday morning. In attendance were: Mark
David DunhaIIL Joan DulnhaIIL William DunliwL Daniel
E. Fall& Rick Frankenberger, Kim A. Hyatl Derald D. Nye,
Denise Nye, Holly Phaneuf, Richard Tenney, Wayne H. Warren
Jr., Patrick Wiggins, and Fulton Wright Jr.
David Dunham presented the treasurer's Wport sent by
Craig and TcrriMcManus shortly befow the meeting. Cash flow
for the eight months since the 1996 meeting was $1,600 negative
due mostly to the accelerated publication schedule for the ON. It
was &cided that there was no need for action, since there is still a
gcxxl cash reserve, and the newsletter is nearly back on schedule.
The report was approved by vote of the manbcrs.
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Wayne Warren gave an update of the status of the IOTA
Cbserv«'sManuaL WWi the deactivation of IBM mainfirames, the
GML Script format is obsolete; the manual needs to be converted
to a new format. Wayne suggested either Mift Word or
LaTeX. Word is very popular and likely to exist for many years;
however, the available conversion software hum GML to Word
does a poor job with tables and formulae. LaTeX is widely used
for scientific documents and Should be supported for many years
also. The conversion Hom GML to LaTeX is much more
complete thantbe couvasicmto Wcxd Wayne will choose the new
format and purchase conversion software. A draft, text only,
version
of
the
manual
is
available
at
http://wwwSkymet/-grazebob/ocanan.zip.
Derald Nye raised the question of storage space for back
issues of ON. After a briddiscussion, it was decided that Derald
Nye,
and Craig and Terri McManus would decide
how ~ copies ofeach issue Should be saved and where to store
them. The business meeting was then adjourned.
After lunch, we discussed the Aldebaran occultation and
oftbe outreach eWort to get the public involved in
rocoMing die event. IOTA rnanbers had made presentations at the
Riverside Telescope Makers Conference, and the Astronomical
League and ALPO conventions. Several of us had contacted local
newspapers and obtained some coverage; but perhaps the most
attention was generated via a circuitous route that started with a
press release sent to about twenty newspapers as well as many
clubs and observers in the region of visibility. Steve Maran, the
press officer of the American Astronomical Society, forwarded the
release tD atxjut 600 media outlets, resulting in several newspaper
articles and the attention of Time magazine.
Everyone was encouraged to get the latest version, 4.05
[ed. Now the latest version is 4.06], of Occult and to become
familiar with using it. Other topics, presented mainly by David
Dunham, included the following:
IOTA PNdiCti(xls: Computors/Regional Coordinators; changes in
p~lwesduring 1997; volunteers needed for computing data for
the western USA and other arms; a planned, easier -to-prepare
lunar
rqxxt fm GRAZEREG/ACLPPP - changes for
grazes in 1997 and 1998.
I-unar Ckcultation Maps: Maps produced by Occult; maps for Sky
& Telescope; maps for the general public and news media; maps
produced by LUNOCC (by Daniel Falla)
Occultatiop predjctiops: Moonview (Dutch Occultation
Association and Occult); XZ catalog - changes with Hipparcos
data Wayne Wam= Discussion - concerns, new capabilities, etc.
AnMis QfobservqtiQns' New graze reductions (by M. SOma, R.
BUchner, and D. Herald); new profile, but no polar diameter, firom
the 1993 November 29th lunar eclipse grazes.
(Jbservations sirj'x; the last meeting: Aldebaran grazes and totals;
using camcorders for other occultations; asteroidal occultations
(NASA Grant for reductions - status, work by Doug Faust; 1996
December, Interamnia [Astrometry; reductions]; 1997 March,
Campania); The Hipparcos Revolution (June 10, Maria; June 27,
Mathilde and NEAR; July 9, Lotis); Galilean satellites mutual
events; Triton Occultations (July 18th observations, especially the
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effm in Australia by Wolfgang Beisker and his IOTA occultation
CCD cameras; Nov. 4 plans).
F'la'js fq' upcoq'hjg events: 1998 Feb. total solar eclipse - Warren;
1998 Aug. annular eclipse in Vanavatu; 1999 Feb. annular eclipse;
1999 Aug. total solar eclipse in Europe, Turkey; Date and location
oftbe 1998 IOTArneeting (not decide¢l but it will likely be in the
Kansas City and Tq)ek& Kansas area).
Wemct fordinner andthen split into two groups to scout
the primary and secmdary sites far observing the Aldebaran graze
which would occur at 3:45 MDT on Tuesday morning. Monday
morning the sky was completely cloudy and the forecast was that
tbe mini-monsoon would just park itsclfcwer Utah and Wyoming
for the next couple of days. The group decided to split into th=
to improve our chances of someone getting a clear Sky. Same
stayed in Qrern, the Durihamswent to California, and the rest went
seardring for a sucker hole in Wyoming. In Wyoming the moon
did pop out of the clouds; unfortunately the graze had just ended.
Fm Collins, Cokrado, abcM two hundred miles south of the graze
line, had major fkxxiing and rain damage the days before and after
the graze. Fortunately, the WWV transmitters located there w=
not damaged.
IOTA wiShes to thank the Utah Valley State College for
the use of the planetarium for our meeting and especially Paul
Mills who did the leg work to provide all the necessary
presentation equipment and make all the arrangements for us. i .

Solar Eclipse News
David W. Dunham
17 February 26: MM observer's plans are by now complete
or the great Caribbean total solar eclipse of 1998. IOTA
efforts to video record Bailey's bead phenomena at the southern
limit are being organized on Curacao as pm of expeditions being
organized by the Johnson Spaceflight Center Astronomy Club by
Paul Maley in Housttom TX, at PauLD.Maleyl@,jmna$&gov,
phone 281-480-9878, and by the National Capital Astronomers by
Wayne
Warren
in
Greenbelt,
MD,
at
Wa~Warrenj@g$fcma~o)v, phone 301-474-0814. Also
near the southern limit, near the Galapagos Islands, will be an
Eclipse Edge expedition organized by Tom Van Flandem, Meta
Research, at
metares@weILcom on the
Web
at
http://www.metareRarckorg, phone 800-898-EDGE or 202362-8279. Unfortunately, almost the only land crossed by the
northern limit is a very cloudy and primitive part of eastern
Panama, and Colombia, where unfortunately it is just too
dangerous for foreigners to travel in the countryside (although
Patrick Poitevin, Belgium, pub01023@.innetbe, may try). The'e
is one other chance--the Islas Los Monjes off the northwestern
coast of Venezuela. The northern edge of totality just brushed the
southern ends of the southernmost two of the small uninhabited
islands in this group, which is under the jurisdiction" of the
Vaimielan navy. Orlando Naranja and Patricia Rosenzweig at the
Universidad dc Los Andes in Merida, Venezuela, have contacted
the Venezuelan defense ministry to negotiate arrangements for
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tranSpartatkn to Los Monjes. Both Hans-joachim Bode, president
of IOTA/ES, and I plan to join this eWort. We will be traveling
with our families and with a firiend fluent in SpaniSh. Since only
a few will be able to go to Los Monjes, observations by our group
will also probably be attempted near the southern limit north of
Coro on the northern Venezuelan coast. If any other ONreaders
will be in Venezuela for the eclipse, they might contact me to see
if it might be possible to meet, and possibly coordinate
cbservaticm Wewill be in Venmbelafjrom February 22 to Mardi
1.
1998 August 22: Paul Maley is planning an expedition to
Vanavatu in the scMhwestem Paci& Ckean to observe this annular
solar eclipse near the southern limit. We are interested in the
possibility of obscrvations at the northern limit by others, perhaps
in Malaysia or Kalimantan (Borneo).
1999 February 16: Paul Maley is planning an expedition to
western AusUralia to observe Hom the edges of the narrow zone of
annularity. Since the angular sizes of the Sun and the Moon will
be nearly equal, Bailey's beads promise to be more plentifiil than
usual in a short time span--a very dynamic eclipse.
1999 August 11: Paul Maley and Tom Van Flandem are both
orgmizing expeditions to Turkey for this eclipse. Van Flandem's
expedition will be another "Eclipse Edge" expedition. Although
Maley's expedition will be primarijy a central line expedition,
some of those in his group will observe near one or both limits.
The European Symposium on Ckcultation Projects (ESOP) will
probably be held this month, probably in southern Germany.
IOTA/ES is looking into the possibility of chartering a plane at
Munich to fly to Romania or Turkey in case of bad weather in
vmem Europe; preliminary inquiries indicate a nasonable price.
Otherwise, observers will probably drive to suitable sites anywhere
hum France to Hungary to optimize weather using the good road
network in the region. More information about IOTA/ES's plans
will be publiShed in ONas soon as they become available. Some
observers
have ~ joined expeditions that don't have plans for
edge observations.
Although IOTA strungly encourages observations near
the edges of eclipse paths since these are currently the best
locations for measuring the solar diameter Hum Bailey's bead
observaUong we also want observers who are near the central line
orelsewbene in the eclipsepath to also video d Bailey's beads
with small telescopes or high-power telephoto lenses.
Impruvemem ofthe lunar profile Hom analysis of Clementine data
and of total lunar occultations (especially photoelectric and video
timings) with the new Hippaims-based star catalogs (especially
HIP and ACT) holds promise that Bailey's bead observations in
the more central zones of eclipse paths might be analyzed well
enouQ to derive solar diameter values. It is important to improve
the lunar profile in this way in any case to analyze the iiion
numerous central eclipse timings firom past solar eclipses. i

Prediction News
David W. Dunham

Some infarmaticm about pMictions is given in other articles in
this issue and will not be repeated here, at least not in detail.
By the time you receive this issue, the 1998 prediction process
should be well underway. Ifyou do not yet have predictions for
1998, you soon should receive them. It is most efficient less
expensive, and quickest to send them by email so please provide
your computor, and IOTA or IOTA/ES, with your email address
ifyou have not already done so.
Lunar Occukation Predictions: Eberhard Rjedel whose email
address is now Eriedel@compuservccom, has generated the
graze region data for 1998, and these have been distributed to the
graze cornputors, along with a new version of the prediction
program, GRAZEREG version 5.1. Note that version 5.0
erroneous output, unless the longitude interval was 10'.
The new versions for 1998 include the database of Cassini and
other observed graze data used by ACLPPP to considerably
impruvethe GRAZEREG prom and largely obviate the need for
ACLPPP profiles, which might be needed now mainly to portray
the separate profiles for grazes of the components of close double
stars. The longitudes in the GRAZEREG predictions are now
positive towards the east rather than towards the west, the change
being made to be cmsisteM with current astronomical practiCe and
with the OCCULT program. A future update to the predictions
will be made, now probably early in 1998, when a version of the
XZ star catalog using Hipparcos and ACT improved stellar data
becomes available, including a re-reduction with the new catalog
ofthe observed grazes used in the database for the profiles. That
will significantly improve the accuracy of the predictions
especially of grazes of northemAeclination stars in the 5 to 8
magnitude range.
Wolfgang Zhnmamam has produced the 1998 Besselian
elements file (BEFILE) and it has been distributed to Eurqpean
national coordinators for computation of 1998 total lunar
occultation predictions with PC-Evans. But as for 1997, these
pmedictions do not include occultations of major or minor planets.
Fhxlictions computed with OCCULT version 4.04 or higher now
includes these evenL% as well as essentially all other features of the
PC-Evans predictions, including use of the same XZ94E star
catalog and a catalog of the brighter star clusters. Ihave written a
program called IOTASTA that reads an IOTA graze prediction
station dataset and gaierates a SITES.DAT file used by OCCULT.
That will permit the graze computors to generate total lunar
oocuhathn predictions for all IOTA members without the need to
use the different files that PC-Evans uses, so we hope to provide
total occultation predictions to most members this way.
Those reducing occultation observations, as well as
cbservm should be cautioned that the XZ94E catalog now being
used for graze and total occultation predictions (including by
OCCULT) is not the same as the XZ80 catalog that has been used
for occultation predictions and reductions for over 20 years.
XZ94E of course has many rnore stars Hom the PPM catalog not
included in the earlier XZ, but also some of the stars numbered 1
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to 32221 (the highest number in XZ80) are NOT the same in the
two catalogs (that is, a few stars with the same X number in the
two catalogs are not in fact the same stars). Some of these
problans were corrected in the 1997 total occultation predictions
computed with a revised version of the 1997 BEFILE that I
prcduced last January, but the old uncorrected BEFILE was used
at least by most European coordinators. Since IOTA will rely on
OCCULT
than PC-Evans for the 1998 predictions, the 1998
BEFILE will not be corrected in the same way that the 1997 file
was (doing that would take some of my time to resurect one of the
ccmversicMl programs that somehow has been lost), and OCCULT
uses the largely uncorrected XZ94E (although David Herald has
identified and corrected some of the errors). Since XZ80 has a
long observatkmal history, Iprefcr that the same stars be identified
with the same X numbers in both XZ80 and a new version of
XZ94, and afkrthat is accompWe4 the positional data in the new
XZ catalog can be replaced with Hipparcos, ACT, and Tycho
catalog data. This will take some time, which unfortunately will
delay the more accurate graze predictions that can be produced
with the new catalog data.
Asteruidal and Planetary Occultation PiMictions: The charts
and basic data for these events for 1998 were generated by Edwin
GofTtn several months ago. Regional ccxMinators Should have
distributedGoflin's charts by now. The charts for North America
are being distributed as a supplement to this issue, the charts
having been labelled and otherwise annotated by David Werner.
GoW prcduced his charts and data shortly before the Hipparcos
data became available. I ncently used the new ACT catalog to
ypdate Goffin's datasets to include thsc more accurate Hipparcos
and Tycho-based stellardat& which should result in a considerable
improvement in the 1998 path predictions. By the time you read
this, these improved data will have been distributed to the graze
computors so they can include 1998 local circumstance appulse
(LOCM) predictions with your graze prediction data. Regional
maps for the early 1998 events will appear in the next ON. I
pimibably will not have time to separate the components of most of
the double stars in the dataset before I need to pass than on to the
conjputars for the 1998 predictions, so a fiitur'e update to the local
circumSance predictions early in 1998 is likely. As noted above,
an update will be needed for the graze predictions, so the new
L(JCM predictions will likely be distribued with the new graze (or
at least graze profile) data that will be based on the new XZ
catalog. i

The Hipparcos Asteroidal Occultation Revolution
Has Begun
David W. Dunhanm Bill OwW Jim Young, and Bob Bolster
(170) Maria is a rather small asteroid, estimated to be 46 km in
diameter. On 1997 June 10 it occulted 6.0-mag. SAO 164249
along a narrow path extending nearly due south to north firom
Argentina to central Canada. Previous attempts to predict
easily-observable occultations like this have mostly failed due to
the great diUCrence in the star's and asteroid's brightness. Ifthe
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CCD exposure is long eno© to record the asteroitl the star image
is overexposed and can not be measured.
About 30 hows before the occultatioIL David distributed
the fonowinF prediction by email based on his calculations:
Maria Occultation Path Shifts East
TbeoocuhMion of 6.0-mag. SAO 164249 (= ZC 3105 =
PPM 238586) by 170 Maria will take place along a path 12 path
widths east of that Shown on my map on p. 73 of the February
1997 issue ofSky & Telescope, according to CCD obations by
Bill Owai and Jim Ycmg at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Table
Mountain Observatory in California and reduced with Hipparcos
arxl Tychodamce stars; the Hipparcos position for ZC 3105 has
been used for the prediction.
So the updated path crosses central Missouri rather than
central Kansas. The formal error is only 0.011" in RA. or 1/3 of
awidth of&snarrow (expected 46 km wide, or 0.032") paW but
the error could be greater; use of the accurate Hipparcos data in
thisway has not been usedfoc any previous asteroidal occultations,
as far as I know (we thank Michael Penyman of the Hipparcos
Project for releasing the data for the relevant stars to us). The
correction to the time is 1.2 minutes later than that shown on the
map in Sky & Telescope.
The computer-generated path
information is given below [not reproduced here, but available
upm'equest to Ijklnham];cbservaswmun I® km of this path are
encouraged to cbservethe oocuhation, and to try to get others to try
to time it Hom stations spaced east and west across the path. A
description of the path and some more background information
will be given later. A hnder chart for the star is in the Celestial
Calendar section ofthe June issue ofSky & Telescope, and a more
detailed one is in the IOTA 1997 North American asteroidal
occultation supplement as well as on both of IOTA's web sites.
MIN . GEOCENTRIC
U. T .
SEE?.
Path
Comparison of predictions
h
m
"
widths
9 2. 5
0. 03W
0
PPM star data, E. Goffin, path
in Feb. Sky & Tel.
9 2 .2
0. 04E
2 east CAMC star data, map on p. 370 of
the last ON
9 3. 9
0. 21E
7 . 5 e. 5 obs. , june 7 , Mallorca
Observatory
9 3. 7
0. 36E
12.2 e. 6 obs., June1&2, Table Mtn. Obs.

The observations at Table Mountain Observatory were
made with a large-format CCD that included 2 Hipparcos (which
were given much higher weight in the firame reduction) and 3
Tycho catalog stars in its field along with Maria. The obalions
at Mdlwc% Spairj, were made with a smaller field CCD relative
to a star in the Tycho
catalog and using GSC 1.2 stars to define the orientation of the
flame. The difference of 0.15" firom the prediction based on the
TdbleMountain can be explained almost entirely by the over 0.1"
standard error of the right ascension of the less accurate Tycho
catalog position at the epoch of the occultation, so the Table
Mountain prediction was considered the best for this event.
Patrick O'Connor traveled firom his home in Pinawa,
ManitOba, to a location within a kilometer of my predicted central
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line and observed a Short occultation there. His observation is
µen below:
Maria Occultation in Manitoba
Patrick O'Connor, email: OCONNORP@WL.AECL.CA

"

Iobserved the Occultation of Z.C. 3105 by 170 Maria at
location: 97 deg. 17m 34s ±9s West 50&g. 8m lls ± 6s North. I
was 2.1 kikmdersEastof Stonewall (2.1 km Hom NE junction of
67 & 236) on Highway 67 [This is north of Winnipeg, much of
which must have been within the shadow's path]. I was 0.5 km
East of intersection of Surrunit Rd / Road 7 East with 67, on the
south shoulder of Highway 67. I have not been able to get the
elevation except it is above 750 Ft. Ihope this location is accurate
enough.
Iwas about I kn Hom my plot of the center line without
oorrecting for elevation [that correction would have been less than
200 meters]. The star disappeaM for between 2 and 4 seconds.
The observation was made with a CB telescope. The
observation was made by recording WWV and yelling the
observatians to the tape recorder. This may not be the best, but it
was all Icould manage on short notice.
I have done lunar occultations and grazing occultations,
but this was the hrst time I observed an asteroidal occultation. I
was not sure I was looking at the right star. I expected the
occultation to occur just before 4:29 AM, so when 4:29 came I
looked at other stars in the eye piece, not moving the telescope, to
see ifany of them had disappeared.
Then I noticed the bright star was gone. I yelled "Hey, its gone
now". Next I thought I should be ready for the re-appearance.
Then it re-appeared and Iyelled "Its back." All this is on the tape
with the WWV signal.
SoIdetainind whentbefirst word in each sentence was

_

spoken. For the disappearance I get 9:29:08.8 UTC and for the
m-appearancel get 9:29:10.8 UTC. The disappearance may have
occumxl 1, 2, or 3 seconds earlier. The re-appearance would have
been within 1 second ofthe time.
Ihqpe these measurements are accurate enough for you.
To do more accurate work requires practice and I will not have
tiine to practice for 3 to6 mmths. Ionly went for this one because
Ifelt itwas an anergcncy. The path correction had moved it away
firom anyone preparing to see it, and into my area, so I thought I
Should try.
I also posted the occultation OIl the Winnipeg RASC
Email list server, at 10:00 AM Monday, but I do not know if
anyone else cbservd it [Patrick later asked several other possible
observers in the Winnjpeg area, but unfortunately none of them
tried to observe the event.]
David's reply to Patrick's message follows:
Many thanks for your successfiil observation of the
occultation by Maria Hom very close to my predicted central line
based on the Table Mountain Observatory CCD astrometry relative
toHjpparcos mars. It is a great confirmation of the validity of this

new technique, and o¶ers the promise of accurately predicting
evainarruw paths like that for Maria many days, and even weeks,
in advance. It also has ramifications for our Near Earth Asteroid
Rendezvous (NEAR) spacecraft flyby of (253) Mathilde later this
month, since similar recent observations of that astcroi4 just
ooming (yljt hrm sevcral months of invisibility due to proximity to
the Si@ have shown a substantial correction to Mathilde's orbit.
We will be computing a maneuver to target NEAR to the ppper
aim point in Mathilde's "B-plane" later kxlay. Your success gives
us more confidence in the recent Mathilde observations, and that
the new update to its orbit is real [Note added July 8: The
Mathilde orbit update was gocxl, and NEAR successhilly imaged
Mathilde's heavily-cratered surface, a feat that was almost
forgotten in the deluge of publicity about Mars Pathfinder's
successfiil landing a week after the Mathilde flyby].
Besides greatly improving predictions of asteroidal
occultations and spacecraft flybys, the technique promises great
improvements in the determination of orbital elements of several
asteroids, work that could lead to improved mass determinations
for some of them. Once the orbital elements of asteroids are
accurately determined in the Hipparcos systenL then it will be
possible to accurately predict ocailtations of Hipparcos stars by
tbannmths in advance, and of stars not in the Hippart»s catalog
as soon as suitable CCD observations can link them to the
Hippams fhune. But it will be necessary to pay more attention to
the accuracies of the dWerent Qipes of observations (with
'pµqµiat" w"ighting) thanhas been dcme for most asteroids in the
pasj in order to make good &terminations of the orbital elements,
which should also include error estimates.
The fact that you had a Short occultation, rather than the
12 seconds expectaL indicates that you must have been near the
eastern or western edge of this almost south-to-north path. With
Maria's expected 46 km = 0.032" diameter, or 0.016" radius, this
indicates an error in the prediction of probably not more than
0.014" in the cross-path co=ctioIL a very gcxxl prediction
ccnsidaing that the cbsavatkmsw which it was based were made
9 to 10 days before the event at about 30 deg. altitude above the
horizon. Also, Iny software currently reads positions only to
0.0Ols in RA. and 0.01" in Dec., which may be too coarse to get
the full value Bram these observations. The error in the
less-important dong-track direction was worse. The predicted
thne foryour location was 9:28:53 UT, so your event was about 16
seconds late, for an dong-track error of about 0.043".
So far, Ne anly heard hum two other observers, one near
the central line in Rolla, Missouri [Joe Senne], who was clouded
out, and firom Grinnell College Observatory [Bob Cachnus] in
Iowa, where it was clear but no occultatian occurred - that was
about 48 km east of my predicted line. Hopefully, someone else
in the Winnipeg area also observed it, but the twilight was rather
hr@itwith the Sun altitude alxwit -7 deg., so some who tried might
not have found the
staran that account. In any case, thanks again for traveling to the
central line on a weekday morning. If other timings of the
occultation wm made, then we may want you to get the
'pp'W'iate kpographic map of the area to refine your positiom or
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maybe at least obtain lOOm (or better with significant stay time
and recoldinf capability) accuracy with GPS measurements.

David's later messape:
Mallorca Observations Confirm Lotis Path Northward Shift

No other observations of the occultation have been
reported, so we do not know whether the central line was east or
west of O'Connor's site. But the success Should encourage
observers to travel to the paths for future asteroidal occultations
with
and themetbod of observing the asteroid pass
close to Hippaims stars a week or mare in advance can give more
time toprepare fortbese evmts, a very important consideration for
their success. A second attempt to improve an asteroidal
occultation prediction is given below, in David's messages
distributed to observers:
July 9 429 Lotis Path in Austria, France, Nova Scotia, N.B., &
Quebec
Th= CCD exposures of PPM 233542 and 429 Lotis
taiken by Bob Bolstcr, Alexandria, Virginia, on July 4 U.T. shows
that the path will be 0.74" north of Edwin Gofhn's nominal
prediction with a negligible +0.1 minute comction to the time.
Thepadi starts in SE Slovakia at 1:23 UTC (Wed. morning), then
extends westward across Austria, Alpine Italy, s. France, and then
across the Atlantic to Nova Scotia at 1:32 UTC, then extends
westward more until twilight becomes too strong just west of
Quebec CiQt Cinmnstances intbenewly computed central line m
given below, along with remarks about the locations. The event
should occur within a minute of the time of closest approach for
your longitude, but a five-minute or more observing period is
ended.
The formal error of the observations is mall, only about
0.06" or about one path-width (122 km). But the actual l-sigma
error is larger, about 2 path-widths, as explained in the asWometric
basis paragraph below. Mobile observers can incrmse their
chance for seeing an event by traveling towards the new central
line, but nothing is guaranteed.
An B-inch or largertelescope is recommended to reliably
observe Uris oocdtatkn since Bolster's observations found that the
PPM magnitude of 9.5 is wrtmg; it appeared closer to the value of
11.3 given in GSC 1.2. A Kndcr chm is on IOTA's web site at
http://Www.anomalies.com/iota/splash.htm.
The astrometric basis of the prediction: The CCD
observations were reduced with GSC 1.2. Lotis was observed
relative to a Hipparcos catalog star, while PPM 233542, which is
in neither the Tycho nor Hipparcos catalogs, was observed
separately relative to the Tycho star PPM 233562 to provide the
link for both objects in the Hippmos system. The error in the
Tydio&clination of PPM 233562 at the current Cpoch is ± 0.12"
or± 2 paul-width8 sothe actual error of the prediction could be at
least this larpe.
For the above pMictiom we thank Angel Lopez at the
Malkma Observatory forproviding the Hipparcos and Tycho data
that were used "Standard" same CCD-field "last-second"
astrometry was also obtained for the occultatiorL, as described in
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The4 CCDexposures with both Lotis and PPM 233542
in the same field obtained last night at the Cjbservatorio
Astronomico de Mallorca
the general northward shiH of
the path dekrmined hum Bob Bolster's observations of July 4 that
w«e linked with Hipparcos and Tycho data. The new (Mallor'ca)
path is 1.0 path width (about 125 km) north of the path computed
with Bolster's data that is now shown at IOTA's web site. The
correction to the time is 0.4 minute early relative to the Bolster
prediction. The new patll IKR relying on an external system to link
the star and asteroi(l should be a little more accurate. Its formal
unoertailuy is ±0.10" in declination or ± 1.5 path widths (or about
± 200 km), and of course the error could be a little larger.
[Sarne mitine cibsaving infarmation and path description
has been omitted hum this version; the important point is that
even with the target star linked to the Hipparcos system with only
a Tycho position gave a prediction in good agreement with the
"last-second" predictiort, and the Hipparcos/Tycho update was
available earjy enough to warn more potential observers in the
region of the occultation path, which was several hundred
kilometers north of the nominal prediction.]
MIN. GEOCENTRIC
U.T.
SEE'.
h

m

Prediction comparison

N

1 29.4
3.38N
E. Goffin nominal
1 29.5
4.12N
Update, Bob Bolster, with HIP and TYC
link & GSCl.2
1 29.1
4.18N
Update, Mallorca Astron. Obs., same
field, GSC1.2

Since the Hippancos and Tycho data were publicly
released only in late June, we do not know yet just how far this
revolution in asteroidal occultation predictions will go. Martin
FexlerSpiel has recently computed improved orbital elements for
(I) Ceres using only Hippan»s observations of that asteroid, and
the residuals of the many observations have values of only a few
hundnexlths of an arc second. Even these m larger than expected
for Hippancos observations, so Martin thinks that they could be
reduced even more by including tbe masses of Ceres, Pallas, and
Vesta (which have been measured 6poik1 the perturbations that they
cause on other asteroids that have passed near them) in his model.
With g«x1 orbits determined in the same system as the Hippancos
and Tycho catalogs, it Should be possible to compute good
predictions of occultations of stars in those catalogs years in
advance. The experience so far has Shown that the HippaK»s
positions and ppper motions are incredibly accurate in their
system, better than those for most FK5 stars. The Tycho star
positions m not nearly as gcxxl as those for the less numerous
Hipparcos stars, but most of the Tycho data at current epochs
rivals PPM catalog data. i
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The 1997 July 29 Aldebaran Graze
David W. Dunham
' summarizes the expeditions that Iknow about, and gives
what I know of their results. Most observers were in the
rather nanow multiple events zone for this spectacular northernlimit graze, thanks to a special prediction prepared by me and by
Mitsuru SOma using Hipparcos data far Aldebaran for the new
profik, and for nexbctkms of previous graze observations covering
the same region at rather similar librations, mostly involving
Aldebaran during grazes observed a Saros cycle ago (and most
iinpMant of these was the 17 station expedition near China Lake,
califom forthe graze of 1979 September 12).
Ifyou observed the graze and have not alrmdy sent your
tape to Tom Campbell or to me, please either prepare an cmail-76
format rqxx1 (ifyou ckdt have it it's available at IOTA's web site,
htttp://www.$kymet/-rdm]son/jotandjLhtm ofyour expedition's
observations, or send your USGS map-measuM coordinates and
videotapes to:
Tom Calnpbell Jr.
13418 Thomasville Circle
Temple Terrace, FL 33617
Phone: 813-985-1842
Email: thcamp@ix.netcom.com

I collected the available observations and sent than to
Mitsuru SOma in early October. He used than to prepare the
reduction profile Shown here, computed using Hipparuos data for
Aldebaran. We were able to use the results to make a Special
prediction for another Aldebaran graze that occurpecj in the same
Watts angle range and similar librations in British Columbia and
Alberta on Saturday nigllt October 18-19. As a result, Franklin
Loebde's large expditim for that graze near Crestomcre, AlbeltL
-

wasvery successfiiL Also with similar getry is the following
Aldebaran graze, near Bologna, Italy, and in eastern Slovakia on
Saturday, November 15; major EulVpeall expeditions are being
organized in those regions. Claudio com leader of that efjMrt
and Slovdkian observers have been sent pnexiiction data for that
event based on the July 29 data, like those provided to Loehde in
October, and the profile for the November graze Inight be fiirther
refined based on analysis of the Alberta data that is in progress as
this is written.

video with B-inch jphart@anomalk&com David Dunham, direct
12X camcorder; Bob Sills, visual, 4-in. r'efir., 6 events
sills@eteccow phone 510-887-3324; Joan Dunham, vis.,
binoculars, 7 events. Times have been determined to visual
accuracy, station locations have been measured, and email-76
repcxthas been completed. Picture in Aug. ll Time magazine, p.
68.
Whitworth Rd., N. of Santa Neila, CA: Ben Thomas,
bthomas@anergen.com
Results: Arrived at last minute, saw a couple of events at end of
graze with binoculars, no timings.
Route 165 E. of Gustine, CA: David
dmand@lmtcom, phone 510-661-4249
Results: 1 D & I R timed visually, 6" Dk)bsonian.

Andersoll,

Atwater N. of M~ CA: Carlos Avalle, Walter Morgw
cavalk@&netcommm (not working)
Results: Multiple events timed at 5 stations, 150 ft. apart, gcxxl
video with 12 events but pcK)r WWV at Avalle's station.
N. or W. of Tonopall NV (Toncpah Junction or NV378): Kent
Okasakj 731123157@compwwemm, John Westfall
73737.1102@compusen'emm
Results: 3 videos & I audio tape Horn stations between .5 and 1.6
mi. s. of the limit; at least the northernmost tape has multiple
events.
UT 36 near Tooele: Patrick Wiggins, w@apekoILcom, Army
Depot
Results: Clouds parted and observations made at 5 stations, 1
video; those who stayed Hom the IOTA meeting participated in
this e¶ort including Mark Dakins mark_dakins@noveILcom,
Derald Nye nye@g«AnetmW and Fulton Wright (timed 12
evaits; bc_fW@yavapUccaumm; his report has been received).
Rock
Springs,
WY:
Wayne
H.
Warren,
Jr.
waynejLwarree1@gsfcn»&gov
Results: Widi RkkFimikenburger, rickf@stk.net, Hom the IOTA
meeting, clouds parted 1 min. after the graze periocl no
observations possible.

Watsonville/Gilroy,
CA:
Richard
Nolthaiius,
rickn@lickucolkkorg, phone 408-459-3839 (attempt Hom a
ridge)
Results: Moon rose in clouds over ridge, probably 1 valid vis. last
Rtiming at 9:43:11 UTC.

Glewock (E. of Casper), WY" Dun Asquill Gates Phn., Denver
dasquin®(hLedu, phone 303-370-6374; Dave Streel BVAA,
Thornton, stnM@junecom, phone 303-428-2288
Results: This area was surely clouded oul probably with rain;
expedition probably canceled, but I haven't heard exactly what
happened. Some hum the Denver area joined the eWort east of
Rapid City, SD.

Orchard Rd., N. of Santa NeX CA: David W. Dunham.
dunham@erokmm phone 301-474-4722
Results: 4 stations, 2 video (I diriecl 1 with B-in), both videos
necoded several events only after star crossed terminator; alt. 4.2
deg., very clear. Observers hum north to south w= Jim Hart,

New Underwcxxl, SD about 30 mi. E. of Rapid City: Harold
Povenmire and Steve Parker hum Rapid City, SD. Clouds too
thick for any observations.
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Almt 140 mi E. ofRapid cim SD (I believe dong Hwy.. 34 near
mile marker 127): Bob Sandy, grazebob@sky.net
Results: 8 stations timed multiple events through clouds that were
thin enough to observe the star well at least 70% of the time.
AccurdeposNcms udmunately can not be recovered since single
GPS observations were made and information about landmark
references were not preserved. But since they were on a
1Kmlks(ml roa(l the longitude is knom and the latitudes of most
stathnsc'an probably be dctainined to useable accllraCy by careful
comparison of the reduction profile with other expeditions. Scott
Degenhardt dega@nashvilkmm video recorded the graze.

~-

S. of McMiead City, MN: James Fox jhfox@mmmp'co'g
Results: 2 videos, 9
observers had impression that a small
south drift occurrul q!posite the impression of the observers near
Bemidji and Santa Nelia.
Bemidji, MN: Patrick O'Connor, OCONNORP@wLaecLc&
phone heme: 204-753-2440, business: 204-753-23 ll x. 2746
Results: 6 statkKl8 allvideo (diimct, without telescc?pes). 4 had just
1 D and 1 Ft one had 2 D's and 2 R's; and Stuart Levy,
'k'y@geomjumLedu at the ncklhanlnost station video recorded
12 events. The path shifted about 0.3 miks north of what was
expected. Timings and distances Hom the predicted limit for all
6 stations are in O'Connots message, but I don't thirik tiiat the
longitudes, latitudes, and heights above sea level have been sent
yet. i

Reports from the Field
' -TR176 occultation report: The Eurupean Section of the
International Occultation Timing Association and the
Astrunomicd Association of Queensland aniiounces the successful
observation of the occultation of the TR176 star by Triton firom
four stations in Queensland, Aushalia.
I.) Observatory of the Bundaberg Astronomical Society 48 cm
Newton 1:6 ,IOTA Occultation Camm, 3 images per second
2.)Fiekj station of the Astronomical Association of Queensland at
Lochington at 23.945° South and 147.523° East Cl4, IOTA
Occultation Camer® 1.5 images per second
3.) Field station of the University of Southern Queensland at
Ducabrook at 23.8995° South and 147.444° East Cl4, IOTA
Occultation Camera, 1.5 images per second
4.) Brendan Ikwvns at Ipswich private observatory 12 inch SC
telescope and ST-7
was around lOh 17m UTC, Reappearance
around lOh 18m UTC. No central flash occurml weather
conditions were exceptional.
Observers in alphabetical order w= Peter Anderson,
Lindsay BalL Wolfgang Beiskcr, Brendan Duwns, Evi Hummel,
Steve Hutcheon, Mike Moy, Garry Nielsen, Ian Pirik, and Ross
Walters.
We thank Cathy Olkins of MIT for the excellent
predictkms aM the local associatkns for their great support as well
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International Occultation Timing Associatiorl Inc. (IOTA)
as Bruno Sicardy Horn the Observatoire dc Paris for financial
support and many discussions.
[I understand that the occultation was also recorded by Rik Hill
and Bill Hubbar(l with a much more expensive system Ithink in
southern Texas. Their observations indicated that the central line
was almt I® km south of the final predictioni, indicating an error
of only about 0.005" at Triton's distance. David W. Dunham] i

The 1997 September 19 Merapi Occultation:
A Lost Opportunity
David W. Dunham
The occultation by 536 Merapi on Thursday morning, 1997
September 19, could have been one of the better-observed
asteroidal occultations. Dozens of observatories were in parts of
the path where tbe Uy waspafectly clear, but as far as Jim Stamm
andlknow, cdy one Observer, myself, located the star in time and
recorded the occultation. Even in this day of rapid email
communication, great opportunities like this are being lost. The
account below was written for my annual article on planetary
occultations that will appear in the February issue of Sky &
Telescope, but space did not permit including it there. I have
copied it below so dlaty(yll and your hiends and colleagues, might
read E feel ~ to reproduce it in local newsletters. Hopefully, it
will encourage more observations of such close appulses so that
qppartunities like this might not so easijy slip through our fingers
and be lost in the fiiture, especially now with the improvement of
nominal predictions using the new Hippancos, Tycho, and ACT
star catalogs.
One of the widest areas of the USA covered by an
asterDid Shadow during 1997 was on September 19 when 536
Merapi occulted 9-magnitude SAO 214169 about 6° south of
Fomalhaut the actudpath was a little north of that shown on p. 74
ofthe issue a year ago. It was a fine clear night in the path east of
the Appalachian Mountains, Hom Connecticut to southern
PennSylvania to Virginia, as well as across Missouri. But we can
draw no profile for Merapi like we did atxjve for Euterpe and Io (a
reference to fiµms for occultations by these asteroids on 1993
October 9 and 1995 December 10, respectivefy, that will appear
in the February 1998 issue of S&T), and we can not even fit a
circle to estimate its true diameter. I had to clip some branches
from a small tree that otherwise blocked the view between two
houses in my backyard in Grumbelt Maryland. My well-used C-B
is modest compared with telescopes at most observatories across
the regka But it has a 60-mm finder that showed with difiiculty
in the Inoonlight and glow of nearby WaShington, DC 13° above
the southern horizon, a 6-magnitude star a degree away Hom the
target star, whichlthen found with a low-power eyepiece. But the
lkseoood occultation that I timed doesn't have nearly the value it
would have had if even one other observer in the 400-km wide
path had also timed it. One about four miles away found the star
a few mhnrtes after tbe event. A large tree prevented another local
observatka Separate astrometric observations of Merapi and the
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star indicated a more southern path, and a few observers firom
Texas to California reported a miss. But in the message I
distributed by email a couple of days before also to dozens of
observers in the actual path, I warned that the astrornetry had not
linkdtbe two objects inthe same reference hame, so that an event
in or even north of the nominal path was quite possible. i

Timing and Reporting Occultation Events with a
Camcorder
David W. Dunham
GS: Wewant tobe able to determine the accurate times
of the disappearance (D) and/or the reappearance (R) of the
star Hom behind the Moon. You just need to rucortl for 2 to 3
minutes around the D and R events. If you have a receiver for
WWV shortwave time signals at 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, and 20.0
InegalKm naaond than while you make the observation, including
at least 3 minute marks befom and after each event. 5.0 and ]0.0
megahertz are the best night hequencies (10.0 is best in twilight
conditions); 15.0 megdhertz is usualjy needed in the daytime.
Digital dKmwave radios that can receive WWV can be purchased
for ~ USSl00.00 hurnelectrunics stores such as Radio Shack;
a SO-foot copper wim attached to the antenna can improve
reception. Ifyou don't have WWV, then record the Cable News
Network (CNN; it is easier to use than the previoudy-iised
Weather Channel since CNN hasmuch less local broadcasting) for
alxuut a minute starting 4 or 5 minutes before the event time, then
y(msi&widltbe camcorder still recording to be ready for the D
orR2 minutes before the expected time. After the event happens
(if it was recorded), go back inside with the camcorder still
running, and record mom of CNN for 1 to 2 minutes. Ifyour
cmconkrhasammUng tirnediSplaywith seconds, keep it running
the whole time. It does not need to be set accurately since we will
precisely calibrate it with the CNN broadcast that you have
recorded before and after the event. You do not need to keep the
caumr&rruming throughthe whole occultation. But be
that
you have several minutes of tape, enough to record everything for
the event, and ifyou have a telescope, enough for both the D and
R as well.
m'* IMPORTANT m'* If you record CNN, we need to know
whether it wasineoeived by cable firom a local Cable TV company,
or ifit was naieivd with a satellite diSh (direct satellite broadcast).
Ifyou have n3oeivers forlxAi WWV aM CNN, please record some
ofboth tDgdherbef&e and after the occultatim and preferably for
several minutes; they will help us calibrate the more numerous
CNN only tapes made in your area.
ALTERNATIVE TIMING METHODS: Ifyou have neither cable
with CNN nor a WWV meiver, then soon before and after the
occdtation while your camcorder is still running, record the
accurate telephone time horn the US Naval Observatory (USNO)
Master Clock that can be obtained by calling 900-410-8463: the
call dmldbe placed via AT&T to ensure use of land lines, which
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will give an accuracy of a few hundredths of a second. Ifthe call
is not made via AT&T, or if the National Bureau of Standards'
WWV 303-area-code number is usdl the call might (or might not
you woUld not know) be routed ~gh a geosynclrrunous satellite,
causing a quarter-second delay, which is unacceptable, even for
visual thnings. In the WashingtoIL IX are% the USNO Master
Clockcanbe reached with a local call to 202-762-1401, but those
outside of the Washington, DC toll-fhee area Should not use that
nurrber, because it might go through a satellite. The 900 number
must be a charged nurnber, set to the minimim of 50 cents per
minute. Once connected, you have one minute, then the call is
automatically disconnected. So you will need to redial to get the
number after the occultation event.
Two other ways of obtaining accurate time have been
suggested. Although GPS receivers aren't accurate enough for
positions far our work, the time display on most (but maybe not
all) receivers may be very accurate and could be recorded shortly
before and aHer the occultation event. Another way is to use the
US Naval Observatory Master Clock to set your PC clock
accurately. Software for doing that can be downloaded Hom the
USNO Time Service's web page at bttp://tychousnomavy.mU
(p totbe itan %dtingyou'~uter to USNO time"). Ihave not
used or tested any of this soflw= myself; some accuracy
comparisons with WWV are needed. We are trying to test these
alternatives; ifyou have a WWV receiver, you could help us to
damnDc equjpmait and sonw= that really works. Until we are
sure they are all righl it is ended that you don't rely on
these new methcxls primarily, but include at least one of the
described in the paragraphs above this one on your tape as
well.
YOUR LOCATION: Ifyou successfully record the occultatioIL
wenead to determine the location Hom which you observed to an
accuracy of about 10 meters (or about 30 feet). Ifyou can tell us

_

the names
of observatkn
the sWeets site
at measured
the nearest
intersection,
and the
distances
oftbe
along
and perpendicular
to oncoftbe struats; we can measure yow position firom a detailed
tQpQmk map (scale 1:24,000 or 1:50,000) ofyour area that we
will acquire. For the accuracy that we need, it is sufficient to just
count paces Hom the middle of the intticm for the distances,
as long as the distances are 200 meters (600 ft.) or less and you
also pace the distance between two street intersections so that we
can measure your pace. For larger distances, a tape measure
should be um get a hiend to help with that.
Someofyou have obtainedtbe detailed map for your area
and have provided your longitude, latitude, and height above sea
level measured Hom the map (ifnot, you can skip the pest of this
kmg paragraph and the one on GPS below it). This must be done
carefully, since the coordinates should be given to a precision of
0.1" (0.1 arc second) in longitude and latitude (that is, the nearest
wbok arc secot4 alxm I® fed (Ml the Earth's surface, is not good
enough), although the measurement accuracy can be up to 0.3",
which can be achieved by using a ruler with mm scale and
measuring to an accuracy ofa quarter of a millimeter or so. Those
measuring their own coordinates are encouraged to double check

them
on
the
following
web
site:
http://www.MapsOnu&mm/indembtml. Go to "maps", then
specify your address for drawing a map of your area. Then zoom
in (using the "zoom" box in the lower right), which can also give
you alnenu one of'whose items is "Lat/Long". Place the cursor at
your observation site for the "home" location and click on
"Lat/Lcxig" to get adiSplay ofthe kngitu& and latitude for the site.
This is not as accurate as we need (we've found errors of 2" are
N'pkal), but it is a gcxxjcheck to see ifany big mistakes have been
made in the calculation of your coordinates Hom the topographic
map (using it, I found an error of 12" that I had made in the
longitude of a site fiom which I observed occultations for ten
years!). The web site does not give elevation (height) above sea
level, so the topographic map is needed for that, but since the
elevatioQ contours are nomially at ten or twenty-foot intcrvals, it is
easy to achieve the 30-foot accuracy that we need in that
coordinate.
GPS POSITIONS: Due to the degradation of the civilian GPS
signals, single GPS measurements are only accwate to about 100
meters (300 feet), much larger than our requirement. There are
two ways that suitably accurate measurements can be made with
GPS: 1. Make simultaneous differential measurements with two
receivers (the relatively expensive ecrential-capable receivers
must be used for this) rdative to a benchmark or landmark whose
position has already been determined or 2. Make hundreds of
Ineasurunaltsoftbepo~ ov= a period of 4 hours or more, and
average the results. For those who try to provide the coordinates
rather than just measurements relative to roads, the height above
sea level (available Hom the detailed topographic maps) is needed
as well as longitude and latitude.
*** IMK)RTANT *** In any case, ifyou pruvide geographical
coordinates, it is important that we know how you determined it
(measured hum a topographic map, determined Hx)ii1 a web site,
GPS, etc.), and what datum (survey system) it is in (North
American Datrun 1927, or NAD27, is preferred Hom topog'aphic
maps; GPS usually uses the WGS 84 system; and for dinerential
GPS measurements, the datum of the base station used as the
reference must be known.
WHAT TO SEND WHERE: Unless an IOTA regional
cDondinator has given you his or her address, tapes should be sent
either to Tom Campbell or to me; Tom will be doing the time
inserting, and most of the tapes that J have already ruMved have
been salttohiIIL Sendhirn anytapewith WWV (preferred), GPS,
or USNO time signals, and any that have The Weather Channel
(TWC; for the April and July Aldebaran occultations; CNN for
events after July 29) and IX) NOT have a running display of the
time to the nearest SECOND. Ifyour tape has ody TWC or CNN
for a time refamce and it does have a ruuning display of the time,
including seconds (just hours and minutes ape not Rcient), then
sendde tape to me at the address at the bottom. Otherwise, send
it to:
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Tom Campbell Jr.
13418 Thcmasville Circle
Temple Terrace, FL 33617
Phone: 813-985-1842
Email: thcamp@ix.netcom.com
He prdersneoeMng B-mm tapes, and preferably original
tapes, but a good y,-inch vhs copy can be used. We also now
have adapm for playing VHS-C (compact VHS) tapes. We will
try to acknowledge ru:eipt of the tapes by email (for those who
provide email addresses) within a week of .
Enclose a
sdEaddnessed label or just a piece of paper with yow address on
it, to helP us return your tape after we get the time Fom it. Due to
much odKTwarkdananding our attentioIL it will probably be 2 or
3 months after an event before the accurate times can be
determined Hdiii the tapes.
ARer sending your first tape (that will be, or have been,
ofthe 1997 July 29 Aldebaran occultation for most ofyou), don't
send us another tape right away afkr recording the next event, but
rather save the tape to accumulate any other observations that
might be made during 1997. TheIL send the tape of your
accumiilated 1997 observations at the start of 1998. Information
about the next events that might be recorded directly with
carnocdkrs are givai CKl IOTA's web page. Those with telescopes
will be able to record other occultations as well, and predictions
will be provided for their site when we get a chance.
THANKS. This is a long-term project that will take a few years
to achieve its goal ofpruviding accurate measurements of the edge
of the Moon. These are maiiijy needed for the proper analysis of
past solar eclipse timings, which in turn are used to determine
small but climatically significant cyclical variations of the Sun's
diameter. We greatly appreciate your contribution to this effort.
David DllnhaIIL President
Inttiond Occultation Timing Association
7006 Megan Lane
Phone: 301-474-4722
Greenbelt MD 20770-3012
Wedduys: 301-953-5609 i

A Presentation Package on Using Camcorders and
Other Timely Occultation Topics
David Dunham
On September 27, 1997, the Virginia Association of
Astrmomical Societies (VAAS) held their annual meeting at
Randolph-Macon College in Ashlan(l Virginia, about 15 miles
north of Richmond. I was not able to attend the meeting, but had
produced a gocxj video and had on hand many viewgraphs that I
had used earlier that month at the ESOP meeting in the U.K.,
preparation for which built on earlier work for the annual IOTA
meeting, as well as earlier meetings. Although it was too late to
get on the formal agenda, Breiit AMUnal, hum the nearby
Northern Virginia Astronomy Club, oflered to give a short
presentation when the schedule permitta which did occur at the
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end of the rneeting. So I sent him a copy of the videotape and
viewgraphs, and wrote the informatian below to stress the points
I wanted to make. The timely information should also be of
interest to many ON readers, so it is copied below. I encourage
presentation of this material at other astronomical meetings, so
please cxmtM:t me to arrange a loan of the video and figures ifyou
can get on the schedule for one. ESpecially good are regional
meetings and large, organized star parties that are attended by
many observers.
The viewgraphs in the package are as follows; some
involve pMictions that Should be replaced with appropriate
figures for your area and for the time of the meeting:
1. Figure 2-1a - Shows geometry of an occultation
2. Lunar pnofile firom graze of delta Canal - 1981 May 9-10
3. Silhouette of Kleopatra, Jan. 19, 1991
4. Predicted asteroidal occultation paths, Sept. - Dec. (1997)
5. Oocultatkm of SAO 76505 (ZC 621) by (906) Rqpsolda, 1997
Sept. 16
6. Yow carncodcr ru:ond ofnaked-eye ecljpse with view of Moon
for the Aldebaran occultation of 1997 July 29
7. Local time maps of the July 29 Aldebaran occultation
8. Astronomy Project - article in The Dallas Manning News
9. Calling All Amateurs - IOTA mentioned in Time magazine .
10. Occultation Table Rom Jan. S&T, especialjy Oct. 19 events
ll. Grazing
Aldebaran 1996- 1999 (North America)
12. Mid-Atlantic grazes, 1997 Oct. - mid Nov.
13. Asteroidal Appulses & Venus Occultation, October 1997
Iftbaeistime, the presentation could start with Figure 1
(geomct'y) - just say this shows the geometry of an occultation,
and that as the Moon moves in its orbit, a region is denned on the
Earth's surface Hom which the occultation will be visible. Those
within a mile or two of the northern and southern limits of the
region of visibility will see the star pass dong a tangmt line
relative to the M(xm1, and within a few minutes of closest approack
it can disu!p=nep~y among lunar mountains and craters, the
phenomenon being called a grazing occultation, or graze.
Altemativejy,
this might be shown dong with the first segment of the video.
An hnpcxtmt point is that occultations and grazes are not
difficult to observe -youjust nedl an inexpensive tape Mer (or
camcorder that can be used like one, for the audio) and time
source. For fiequent observations, it is best to get a Shortwave
radio for receiving WWV time signals, available for about
USS100.00. Otherwise, use the US Naval Observatory Master
Clock availdble by phone at 1-900-410-8463, or 1-202-762-1401
in the WaShington, DC Bree-calling area. You are not getting the
full value of your telescope if you don't make room in your
schedule to observe same of these dynamic, interesting, and
scientWcally valuable events. IOTA especialjy needs deep sky
observers, those who have gcxxl finder scqpes and/or setting
circles and who are used to finding obscure objects, since this skill
is usdiil for observing the me but vduable asteroidal occultations.
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The videotape, a little more than 15 minutes long, has the
following:
First observathnsto ilhistrate Wamt occultations using
relatively coajplex &1kj expensive "old-style" equipment that gives
very gocxl results. Observations in this group made by David
Dunham with C-B and image-intensifier unless otherwise
described.
I. Total oocdtationscf6 to 9-mag. stars on the dark side of a 15%
sunlit t
Mm during a 1987 Praesepe passage by Hans
Bede using my video and his C-B in Sicily. Viewgraph ll might
be shown during this.
,

2.
Graze of
SI-mag.
97i»swciL
Tauri byVA
16%observed
waning only
Moon,
morning,
1995
July 23,
fiveSunday
miles
nMhofhere. Grue at north alSp (I D cm sunlit feature near cusp);
otherevaits indicate a newly discovered B-mag. component a few
hundnedths ofan arc second north of the main component. During
W Shov'v Viewgraph 2 (graze profile). Unfortunately, we did not
get a good profile for this warm weekend graze because only one
other observer, Hom Norfolk, timed the graze. A few observers
firom the Richmond and Fredericksburg areas could have added
much to this spmacdarevalt so we hope that you might try some
of these events in the future.
3. Graze of 8.0-mag. SAO 95090 by 16% sunlit Moon on 1995
May 4 (UTC) at Westminster, Maij'kn4 cusp angle 6N; this
Bkjws that good action can also be timed with grazes of rdatively
faint stars. Timings Horn 6 stations defined the profile reasonably
well.
4. 1991 January asteroidal occultations: a. Jan. 4 occultation of
7.4-mag SAO93228by 4 Vesul usingC-5 with image intensiher,
D. Dunham in Avis parking lot at Detroit airport; both D and R
occurred just after a jet flew overhead (not affecting the view
towards the side almt 40 deg. up). Vesta also mag. 7.4; b. Jan. 13

-

occultation of 1.9-mag. Alhena (Gamma Gem) by 381 Myrbhm
Tokyo, Japan (local observer, no image intensifier); c. Jan. 19
oocultation of9.1-mag. SAO 1152% by 10.5-mag. 216 Kleopatra,
assisted by Wayne Warren at Maryland, NJ, 40 miles sw of New
York City, NY. (Ifpossible, stop the tape just after this event to
give the discussion below, or do this after showing the tape).
Sbuwviewgraph 3, Showing the unusual Shape of the M (metallic)
type asteroid Kleopatra determined Hom the observations (Hom
Ja[L 1992 S&T). Atthe tirnejhunented the fact that the event was
timed from only one station in each of several States (only Ohio
had tWO); hundnexls of telescopes were in that path under clear
skks so the profile could have been traced in much more detail if
more observers had used than.
Then uKywvicwgraph 4. pointing outtbe Sept. 19 Merapi
path, and say: Unfortunatefy, even though the accwacy of
asteroidal occudtations has improved since 1991, the observational
situation
to be even worse now. The pnedictions are g«x1
enough for PPM stars that for all but the very narrow paths, there
is a very high probability that the event will occur within a
path-width of the nominal prediction. On Sept. 19, I timed an
ll~cmdocxmtation by Mcrapi hum my backyard in Gneen&l1

Maryland, indicating a small northward shift of the path. The
expected central duration was 14 seconds, I don't know whetherl
was ncxdi or south oftbe caiterofW path - there can be no profile
like that far Kleopaha - since nobdjy else observed the occultation,
although the satellite image showed that it was clear across New
Jersey, southern Penn., Marylan(l most of Virginia and Missouij
where the path must have passed Ifjust one other observer in
those States had timed the occultation, at least a ciruular fit could
have been made to measure Merapi's diameter.
S. This Shows Ute equipment setup, except far the camcorder used
for this footage, which is used in VCR nicxje to d the more
sensitive output of the image intensiher and camera shown. 1991
July 8, Baja California., for graze of Atlas and Pleiades passage
(not shown), 3 days before the total solar eclipse that I observed
near Puerto Vallarta.
Next simpler observations that are possible with
cainoodkrs are sIkjwil First are shown some direct segments that
anyone with a suitable camcorder can make, not just amateur
astrunoiners with telescopes.
6. Firsj Jim Miller's view of The Weather Channel broadcast for
tilnin& (since be doesn't have a WWV wceiver), then his mording
oftbe D ofAkkharan by tbe 17% sunlit waxing Moon, 1997 April
10, Northridge, California (NW of Los Angeles).
S!vkwgraph6, ycjurclulKDnkr. . .", IOTA handout
and press release for the 1997 July 29 occultation. Then show
viewgn!ph 7, local time map for July 29, which [has been] put on
IOTA's web site.
7.
of 3.9-mag. gamma Tauri Hom dark side of 47%
waning Mooil 1997 Aug. 25, Hum safe and precisely locatable,
but well-lit 7-11 parking lot atBaimo, NC. It shows that even more
common occultations of 4-mag. stars can be ruxmded with
camcorders. Davidwas onvacaticm at the beach, but it was cloudy
at his motel, so he drove 40 miles to this location for clear Sky.
8. Northan-lhM graze of Aldebaran by 23% waning Moon, 1997
July 29, by Stuart Levy at Banidji Minnesota; 12 events recorded.
DuringW can sibowviewgraph 8, hum Dallas Morning
News - this good, concise set of instructions resulted in a dozen
videotapes being sent to me by members of the general public in
northeastern Texas.
Viewgraph 9 horn Time magazine - there are some
but IOTA received good publicity after the July 29 event
from this. Most amateur astmiarners have telescopes. The
following shows what they can record by pointing a camcorder at
the eyepiece of their telescQpe.
9. Total~arance of Aldebaran, 1997 July 29, on bright side
(hejps [to have] auto focus), at sunrise, Alan MacRobert, Bedford
Massadiusetts. Randy Tatum made a similar video of the D Rom
his home in Richmond.
9.5 Total disappearance of 6.0-mag. ZC 2828 (rho 2 Sagittarii)
well on dark limb of 3(P/o sunlit Moom 1997 Nov. 6 UTC, D.
DUdhamwith C-B athcme in Gpeenbelt Maryland. Normally, it is
easiest to focus when zoomed in (higher power), bd in this case,
hezDcjmedout (lowest FKyw«, widest field) and used manual focus
for focusing stability. The Earthshine shows well and mcording
occultations of even B-mag. stars should be possible with this
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equjptnent This event occurred after the VAAS meeting, but was
added aatbe lastmoment for a presentation by John Sanford at the
Astrohnage conference in Fullerton, California., on Nov. 8.
10. Nmhan&nit graz|eofAkjeb~ 1997 July 29 agaiIL also 12
events, by Carlos Avalle, Atwater, Calif. (Moon alt. 4.5°). The
ciunoodkr is firmjy attached to the telescope to give a stable view.
11. Video of an Aldebaran graze, on bright side of 82% sunlit
waxing Mm D. Dunham with C-S, 1997 January 19 at ActoIL
Massachusetts; 0F° (-18C°) temperature caused no problems.
12. More numerous fainter grazes can also be recorded this way.
D. Dunham had only 2 events during this graze of 6.5-mag. 25
Arietis by the 7(P/o sunlit waning Mootl C-B, 1997 Aug. 23, at
Nags Head, a beach resort in North Carolina (sometimes grazes
occur in nice places).
13. Miss of 6.4-mag. ZC 934 by D. Dunham at Myersville,
Marylm 199'7 Aug. 27, Moon 27% sunlit waning, Showing what
can be done in bright twiHQt (Sun alt. -4 deg.). The miss was
causedty abad position for the star; use of the Hipparcos catalog
data would have predicted a more southern patlt, and we will use
thesedata when possible for Mnre grazes. Iwould stop the tape
here (unless there is time to fill), and show the last viewgraphs.
14. Oocuhaticm table -point out Hyades & Aldebaran occultations
Sunday morning, October 19 - reappearances will be on the dark
side of the highly gibbous Moon.
15. The current series of Aldebaran grazes, firom p. 293 of last
January's issue of ON, v. 6, n. 13. Note that a very g(xxl total
occultation dark side disappearance by the 45% sunlit waxing
t
Moon (a good camcorder Qppartllnny - tell your Mends)
will be visible throughout the Mid-Atlantic states (as well as the
rest of the USA east of the Mississippi River) on 1998 March 4.
Then there's a great graze the morning of 1998 Sept. 12 in W. Va.
and Penn., with a total occultation R visible with camcorders
across Virginia (and most of the southeastern USA).
16. Handouts of this list of Mid-Atlantic grazes coming up are
available. It gives a Web site and contact data to obtain more
information.
Please send an email message to me at
dunham@erob.com so I can add you to niy noUcation list for
occultations.
17. Asteroidal appulses - not necessary to Show, the information is
on the back side of the handout.
18. Some might be interested in the updated prediction of the
Repsolda occultation shown here (show only if there is time, or
there are qciestions about it). But the actual path was not near the
center, aocurding to the approx. ten observers who watched for an
oocuhaticm and didn't see one (nobody did). The actual path could
have been nearthe edges of the uncertainty zone, or maybe a little
west ofil indicating a little larger astrometric error than expected
- it was a very small asteroid, subtending only 0.025", so it was a
tough one to pMict.
Solar Eclipse Videos (these might be shown later in the meeting,
and might be of interest to those planning to travel for the Feb.
1998 and/or Aug. 1999 total solar eclipses).
19. 1994 November 3 total solar eclipse near the northern limit at
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Colluri, Bolivia. C-S without image intensWer; views show
eqµipwmL The carncorderused in input mcxle with the Panasonic
black-and-white camera intiMuced a horizontal line that moves
through the image.
20. 1995 April 29 annular ecljpse in the Amazon near Iquitos,
Pem near the southern lilnit C-S by Paul Maley.
21. 1984 May 30 broken annular eclipse, eyepiece projectioIL D.
DunlwiL at Fairplay, South Carolina.
Best occultation video hum an Islamic country
22. 1985 May 4, graze of 2.9"mag ajpha 2 Librae (Zubenelgenubi;
5.3-mag. alpha 1 was not occulted and remains visible) during a
total lunar eclipse, near Hag Abdullall SudaIL D. DunhalIL
C-5.(this is quite Spectacular, not using an image intensifier, which
Ididn'thavetbaL I included this since the tape was also used at a
meeting of Arab astronomers that was held in Amman, Jordan,
early this month.) i

Lunar Occultations of Planets in 1998
David W. Dunhm Joseph Senne,
David Heral(l and Eberhard Riedel
maps show Uie regions of visibility of lunar occultations of
planets and are reprinted by permission, Hom the Japwme
Epheme± for 1998, publidied by the Hydrographic ORice of the
Maritime Safety Agency of Japan. In region 1, only the
reappearance is visible; in region 2, the entire occultation is
visible; and in region 3, only the disappearance may be seen.
Reappearance occurs at sunset along a dasbd curve, while
disappearance is at sunrise dong a curve of alternating dots and
dashes. We have added a label to each map indicating the phase
of the Moon (pcKmlt sunlit and whether waxing, +, or waning, -)
at event time.
Predictions of lunar occultations of planets are not
inchkkxl in tbe IOTA "PC-Evans" total occultation predictions for
1998. For 1998, they need to be computed with OCCULT, which
can also ikjw be used to compute full XZ94E-catalog predictions,
including the possibility of photoelectric or extended outputs.
OCCULT predictions can now e¶ectively replace the PC-Evans
predictions. With the new IOTASTA program that permits
OCCULT station input Hom IOTA's basic grazing occultation
station data, OCCULT will replace PC-Evans for most regions of
the world, the main exception being Europe, where PC-Evans
predictions for 1998 have already been distributed.
Grazes of the major planets are included in IOTA's
regular graze predictions of stars produced by the GRAZEREG
program. However, these predictions are for the center of the
planet, and not for the inner edge of the partial occultation zane,
whidi iswbere the rnost interesting graze-like phmomenm and the
partial occultation with maximum duration, occur. The inner and
outer edges of the partial occultation zone are computed with the
latest versions of the OCCULT program, which rnost of the
grazing occultation computors have, so those interested in
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o&erving partial occultations should request predictions Hom the
graze computor for their wgion preferably a month in advance.
Inner (and outer) edge partial zane predictions can also be
omputedwiM ttr older IOTA partial occultaticm pmgram that has
been used for about 30 years now and has been upgraded and
maintained by Joseph Senne. Ifyou want pnexlictions computed
with that program, request them at least three months in advance
(ifpossibk) hum Joseph Saine; P. O. Box 643; RoK MO 65401;
USA; phone 1-314-363-6233; email 8enne@umr.edu. Senne
willnot be able to compute predictions Horn 1997 mid December
through 1998 mid January. It is no longer possible to supply the
necessary information to produce data for producing ACLPPP
profiles for these events, so for detailed work where the profile is
imporWit OCCULT must be used.
The most unusual occurrence in 1998 will be the
simultaneous ocmhations ofVmus ard Jupiter cm April 23, visible
from pm of the South Atlantic Ocean and perhaps northeastern
BraziL See the end of IOTA News near the beginning of this issue
for information to contact Paul Maley, who is planning an
expedition to Ascension Island to observe this rare event. i

Important Web Sites for IOTA
David W. Dunham
' is an update of the articles, "Web Sites for IOTA" in ON,
v. 6, n. 14, pp. 339-34 1, and "More Web Sites for IOTA" on
pages 374-375 of the last issue. The first site below is "requined
readin€' for all IOTA members with Web a, and the second
is similarly very important for all of those in the USA.
The IOTA memberShip roster, distributed earlier this
year, is now cm-line at http://www.idmdnetneU-bta
Pkasevisit the site ard check yow entry, and send any corrections
to IOTA@inlandnetnet and copy the message to me at
"

Dunham@eMsmm. Iknow that some of the email addresses in
the roster are ik) longer vali(l and others are not given. IOTA can
keep your information current only if you let us know of any
changes. We don't want you to miss an asteroidal occultation
update orotber important timely message because the information
we have for you is wrong.
Tlmioondinaks ofyourobserving site are also important,
and those in the USA can (and should) check them on the Web.
The positions are accurate to 1" to 2", not quite good enough for
m?arting lunar ocxMhatian &savations, but fine for all predictions
and for 14K)rting most asteroidal and planetary occultation
observations. This is also gcxxl for checking for errors in
measuring coordinates ham the USGS topographic maps, and
should be done even to check cc«dinates of sites Hom which
grazing occuhatians are observed The ccxMinates that IOTA has
for you may be for an old, no-longer-used site, or may have been
dderminaj by Uie NlcManuses to only O:i accuracy Hom a smallscale atla8 inwhidi case, better coordinates can be found Hom the
Web. The ETAKGUIDE site for doing this given at the top of p.
374 ofthe last issue no longer works; it seems best now to use the
Etak subsidiary site, http://Www.MapsOnUsmm, selecting

'hiaps" Hom the menu and once a good-scale map sbowing your
site appears, go to the bottom of the map, bring up the "Map
clicking will" merru by selecting it with your mouse, and select
"Show Lat/Long". The maps menu has an option that prepares a
map and locates virtually all postal addresses in the USA and in
some cases Ihave used postal addresses supplied by observers to
find their coordinates. But this feature of MapsOnUs is not very
rdidbk; the locations of same add=ses are indicated as much as
3 bbciks, or 10" ormare, hum their Untie locations. But you know
where your site K and you can move the cursor cm the map to
locate it, and then click your mouse to get the coordinates. Don't
try to be real pnxdse in positioning the cursor, since the
coordinates will only be good to about 2" (or about 60 meters),
anyway. Save the pmcise work for measuring the topographic
map, which is needed for all lunar (total and grazing) occultation
observations. Also, MapsOnUs does not give heights atxjve sea
level, so those need to be determined by another means, best of
course being a gcxxi-scde tqx)graphic map, but for prudiction
purposFS an accuracy of 100 meters or so is all right. That can be
&tained evai hum a l:l,000,0OO-scde aeronauticd chart, or just
by telephoning the local airport and using their height, which,
unkssyou live in a mcmtahms area, will be within 100 meters of
the height of your site. In mountainous areas, topog'aphic maps
are needed for other purposes and are more coinmonjy available,
usually at sporting goods stores. Overall NlapsOnUs is like a
single GPS receiver, gcxxj for checking coordinates, and
determining them for predictions, but not gcxxl enough for
reporting lunar occultation timings. Unfortunately, I have not
f'md any equivalent sites for other countries; ifyou know of any,
please let me know. Maps of other countries ape available firom
http://www.MapQuestcom but longitudes and latitudes are not
available there. Maps for some countries and areas are quite
detailed. I was able to find Hans Bode's street in Hannover,
Germarjy. Butlwas unable to find Fitzwilliam College, site of the
ESOP-XVI meeting, in Cambridge, England; MapQuest only
diowed about five streets in that city of over 100,000 population.
Articles Hum Inaln' past issues of the major astronomicd
joumak including AJ (Astronomical Journal), Apj (Astrophysical
Journal), PASP Q2roceedings of the Astrunomical Society of the
Pacific), and MNRAS (Monthly Notices ofthe Royal Astronomical
Society), can be obtained Hom the NASA Astrophysics Data
System at http://adsbkharv^edu From the menu there, go to
the ADS article service.
PostScript files = generated by many applications to
graph occultations. Edwin GoRin generates these files for his
charts that are used by IOTA around the world, and they can be
sent by email for rapid distribution. Isao Sato's charts are also
available as PostScript files, as are Mitsuru SOma's reduction
profiles for grazing occultations. My own software can prcxluce
these files, for the occultation maps and asteroidal occultation
obsaved profiles that I prcduce. These files can be displayed and
printed easily with GhostView, soHware that, along with the
needed GhostScript can be downloaded hum the web following
the directions at http://wwwmMsc.edu/-ghost. This software
is highly recommended for regional and national occultation
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coordinators.
At least the first two weather URLs given in ON, v. 6, n.
14,pp 340-341, are ik) kugervdid. There are many weather sites
now, and I'm not sure which one is best, but I have found rather
good
the
"Real-Time
Weather
Data"
site
at
http:/mwwxaµucarmlu/weather/sate~html. Also on page
340, the important GSC 1.2 request site is now
http://pheWstscLedu/gWg«12/gsc12 formhtml.
Sky & Telescope now has an online occultation page at
http://www.$kypub&om/~ult8/ks.html.
It gives u}e main information in the magazine's articles about
occultations, and some update information such as asteroidal
oocuhatian dlinsdlatI~ly than. They have links to ow IOTA
sites for obtaining mow detailed information. They have some
nice graphics and animations for which we don't have room or
access. But be sure to visit the IOTA sites, which almost always
will have the very latest, most up-to-date, as well as the most
detailed, information.
Th= is much intemst among professional astronomers
in the ahnospbere ofNeptune's large moon, Triton. A special site
about Triton occultations has been establiShed at
http://occultmiLedu/. Another very usefiil site is the planetary
ring node site at NASA's Ames Research Center at
http://ringgidcarcmas&gov/. From it you can generate an
epbanais ofthe satellites of any of the outer planets except Pluto,
in either J2000 RA and Dec or differential ccxMinates rdative to
the planet. JcffMetcalf in Arizona
this site, From
which I could find Triton's location relative to Neptune for the
recent occultations. Also, postsajpt hies can be generated and
&twnloa&d that show the planet its rings, and specined satellites
at a given time, very usefiil for poilraying planetary occultations.
Predictions and other information for Galilean satellite
mutual events are at: http://www.bdLfr/phemu97 eng.html.
The Totally Accwate Clock (TAC) is a relatively
inexpensive device that works with a GPS receiver to provide
accurate time. This is of value especially for solar eclipse
expeditions Eo locations vibcre Shortwave or longwave time signals
may be weak or unavailable. Dr. Cuno hopes to use TAC with a
version ofhis video time inserter. Ihformation about TAC can be
obtained firom httpp://www.tapr.org/ttapr/htmVtacZhtml.
Information about symposia and members of the
International Astronomical Union can be found at
http://wwwjswjmi-heidelberg.ddiau.html. i

IOTA Treasurer's Report
Terri A. McManus, Treasurer
t the IOTA Annual meeting held in December 1996 at
louston, Texas, there were some questions regarding the
financial reports. In question were the November 1994 November 1995 Cash Flow statement categories : Expenses Other, -$i,5392O: Other Expenses, -$3.35; and Newsletter Only,
-$3.35. I reviewed all entries in Quicken and found when items
were entered as a split entry, problems occurred. The items were
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naiodled twice, somethnes Mkling amounts, sometimes subhacting
amounts.
Split entries occur when making deposits or
reimbursements. For example: I write one check for
rehnbursanem& but in QuickelL I list the categories that make up
the anK)unt of the check: e.g. printing, mailing, office, etc.. Craig
andlagainwaded~Othe Qlickenregister and repaired all the
split pmblems. Following are the corpected rqmls. The ending
balance for December 31, 1996 was USS6,670.45. The balance
as ofjuly 8, 1997 was USS4,344.20. i

Corrections
From A. j. Elliott (aje@compuserve.com): In a recent IOTA
ON, Iwas listed as being the graze "computor" for the UK. In
actual fact, we split the duties in the UK. I compute total
occultation predictions and Bert Carpenter computes graze
pMicticms. Bert's address is:
Bert Carpenter
27 Highbanks Close
WELLING
Kent DA16 3ES
UK
Telephone: +44 (0)181 854 6411
Email: lmiLcarpcntcr@craybbs.cxtuk
Frum Paul Schlj'kr (pam.mhlyte'@"ms.*)' I noticed that you
included my site with the ZC online in digital form
in the last ON. Unfortunatejy the URL was wrong--the "spitfile"
should read "spitfire", and the URL then becomes:
.

I

Coincidences
Guy Nason
Guy_Nason@tvo.org
Five or sixyears ago, 'whenlmy grazing career was just getting
started, I organized a group Horn the Toronto Centre of the
RASC to observe a graze about 90 minutes east of Toronto.
Becauselwas new at this Irelied on the experience and advice of
"Bill" (not his real name), an experienced graze leader who
belonged to another astrurmjy club in the Toronto area, and whom
Iknew was also planning an expedition for the same event. (You'll
soon see why I'm protecting his identity.) We agreed that we
would coordinate our efforts so that our data would complement
each others', but that we would choose different locations for our
respective "picket lines."
Anyway, on the evening of the graze, our group
assembled at a Harvey's Restaurant not far Rom our pre-scouted
"picket line." Iwas explaining the set-up to our crew when "Bill"
walked in. Mildly surprised that we had chosen the same
rendezvous point, I went over to him and asked where he was
planning to set up. "What do you mean?", he asked. "The graze
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is tomorrow night".
"Clhch", Itho@it and checked the IOTA data. No, it's
tcklighL Isjiowd it to "Bill". He had made the fiindamental mor
of forgetting to adjust the date of the graze to account for the
dMerence between UTC (02h XXm) and Eastern Time (22:XX
4 hours earlier, before midnight). Deeply embarrasm and
withmt a woixL "Bill" quickly left the restaurant. We all felt very
bad forhim and understood why he didn't want to hang aruund.
(x so we thoughL Far hum Sliriking out in shame, he had
rusb3d~, coIlecwl his gear, alerted his crew and they made it
totheirdbsaving statkosMtirne to record a successfiil event. His
appearance at our rendezvous site was sheer coincidence; he had
bamoo his waybcme Hom his cottage to prepare for (he thought)
the next night's graze. What luck thal of all the burgergoints in
all the world he bad to walk into ours! Mission accompliShed.
Never give up. i

Current Value of Timings of Total Lunar
Occultations
David W. Dunham
Some observers have expressed an opinion that total lunar
oocuhatioa
©pcically visual timings, are no longer of
value in tbewake of the 1994 Clementine lunar mapping mission.
But Watts' data are currently still being used for occultation
analyses, and they have large enough errors so that occultaticms
timed carefully visually still have value, even with the improved
stellar data Hom Hipparcos. An analysis of the Clementine data
should be helpful in Mining the Watts' data by removing
systematic errors, and an attempt to do this will occur this winter
when Mitsuru SOma will work at Goddard Space Flight Center
with the Clanemine laser altimeter data and occultation data. But
the Clanentine ahimeter data are too sparse to replace Watts' data.
—

Nevertbekss, when dl the analyses are complete, visual timings of
total occultations may become less useful than photoelectric and
video timings. Video timing accuracies aim mailer than the
Clanmtine laser altirneter errors, and it is for that reason that I am
strongly encouraging than. The Clementine laser did not probe
the lunar polar regions, so visual graze observations, inherently
more accwate in any case, will continue to be valuable in the
foreseeabk future. Improved lunar pronle information, Hom both
Ckmentine and new analyses of occultation timings, are needed to
properly analyze past solar eclipse observations, eSpecially the
many timings made during the past two centuries Hom near the
central lines oftotal lunar occultations, to study small variations of
the solar radius.
Dr. SOma has also found some discrepancies when
analyzing obsayatimsdgrazing occubtations in the same parts of
the lunar limb a Saros cycle (about 18 years) apart, even using
Hippan»s data for the stars. He writes:

corrections.
In addition to that, I think
oocuhmionscanbeusedto analyze the errors of
the Hipparcos pimper motion system. The
Hipl=os team claims that the Hippancos
reference firame is liriked to the ICRS
(International Celestial Reference SystwL the
VLBI reference firame based on the
exhagalactic radio so) with the accuracy
of0.25 rnas/j'ear. But the direct comparison of
the proper motions between Hipparcos and
FK5 gave inconsistent results with the
precession error of -3 mas/year of the FK5,
which had been independentjy obtained Rom
VLBI, Lunar laser ranging, and ppper motion
analyses (Based an the preliminary results of
the dmermcles of Hipp - FK5 by F.
Mignard of CERGA in France, I pointed out
this fact in a letter addressed to him, and he
admitted it at the IAU General Assembly held
in Kyoto this August). Now that the lunar
positions in the latest JPL planetary and lunar
ephaneris DE405/LE405 have the mas level
accuracy with respect to the ICRS, I think the
problem can be resolved by analyzing lumr
oocuhations using tbe DE405/LE405 ephemeris
and the Hipparujs catalog.
In 1971, Leslie Morrison at the Royal Greenwich
Observatory paformed an error analysis that showed due to lunar
q)haneri8 slarcatal% andhnarlhnb error sources, then all about
the
size and also about as large as gcxxi visual timing errors,
the improved accuracy of photoelectric timings were of value by
only 7/6 times that of a visual observation. Since thm, lunar
epbanais errors hwebeen virtually eliminated with laser ranging
observations to reUureflectors placed on the lunar surface, and
stellar data have been greatly improved with the Hipparcos
mission. With the impending improvement also of the profile
discussed Uk)vc, the value of photoelectric and video timings will
certainly increase relative to visual timings, but determination of
the numerical ratio awaits completion of the new studies. i

Concerning the value of total occultation
observations, I agree with David Dunham that
they are still usefiil in refining the limb
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GPS Versus Map Measurements
David W. Dunham
The ease of making single GPS measurements has resulted in
sonic disasters recentjy, when insufficiently accurate data
were obtained for sites that were not permanentjy marked. The
inaccuracy ofsuch measurmients, and the means to improve than,
have been discussed extensively in this volume of ON, especialjy
in issue #6 (two long articles) and issue #13, p. 281.
The following remarks were recently made regarding
measurement of the positions of observing stations for the 1997
October 19 grazing occultation of Aldebaran in Alberta:
"My feelings at measuring from a 1:50000 map will only
give you a confidence level of 20 to 30 meters in positional
accuracy due to many factors in production in these maps. The
control adjustments used for 1:50000 mapping will give an initial
error ellipse of 2-3 meters for each control point. That's just the
start ofthe oftbe arors possible in our topo maps. A sharp pencil
lineyou place on a map is 5 meters in width. The human eye and
hand are only so accurate."
Scott Degaihardl who has done some interesting studies
widi inexpensive GPS receivers and documented them on IOTA's
lunar web site, wrote in response to this:
"I havebamworrid forYEARS about my confidence in
topo map cartography because of this very same thing. An error
just in the offset caused by drawing down the edge of your ruler
can be oostjy toyour alrK budget! I'm going to stick by my GPS."
My response: Note that the comments were rnade about
1:50,000-scale maps. Things are rather easicr, more forgiving,
with the 1:24,000-scale maps that we have in the USA. I still find
scaling maps easier than either making differential GPS
measumnal& qc sitting at a site for halfan hour or more to gather
enough data to confidently Muce the S/A error. Ifyou observe
hxmjust c»ep4 thenyes,, GPS may be worth the effort, but for
grazes, I'm waiting either for an easier way to make DGPS
measurements, or for S/A to be turned oW.
Since blunders can be made when scaling topo maps, I
am checking all new measumnents, as well as some old ones, with
the N@sOnUs web site, to spot and correct major errors, but with
its accuracy of 1" to 2", it's not quite good enough for hnal
coordinates for lunar occultation analyses.
Scott also mentioned that his limited attempts to make
simple DGPS measumnents have not been successful, but that
these would be resumed aRer an observatory project was
completed near the end of 1997. i

Mer and time signals. Not only can most astronomical CCD
systems record no faster than one image a second (they ape
cptimiMfor kmg integrathn times to d faint objects, making
them great for ammetry), but they also oRen do not m»rd
continuously, causing gaps of a few seconds between each
observation as data are transfemd Eom the CCD. In the most
recent case, I wrote to the observer: "Since the expected central
duraticmwas 5 seconds, wiUi 2-second 'dead' times you could have
missed a dm noti<mtrdevent It would have been better in this
case, where there woukibe a 3-magnitude drop with a 9-mag. star,
to remove the CCD and use an eyepiece, and a tape recorder to
time the occultation visually to an accuracy of 0.2 second or so;
also, you wouldn't have missed any short events. Unless you can
record faster than 0.2 sec. with no 'dead' times, it's better to
observe the occultation visually when that is possible. In some
cases, when the asteroid is brighter than the star, the magnitude
change is small and might not be noticed visually, in which case,
CCD observation is better."
Evai better is sofiware that can be used with some CCD
systems torecord at the visual rate or faster without "dead" times,
like tbe IOTA Ooaittation Camera designed by Wolfgang BeiSker
in Germany (mom about this will be published in ONsoon).
Of course, it's interesting to record some CCD images
several minutes before and after an occultation, just before and just
aher the objects merge then you can examine than afterwards to .
get an idea of whether the asteroid passed to one side (and which
side) of the star, or if the event was nearly central so that the
occultation shadow was nearby. i

Most CCD Systems Can't Time Occultations
David W. Dunham
Inow know of two cases where asteroidal occultations were
ddecbexi wiUi CCD systems, but with timing resolution of a few
seajod& making tbecbsavatians much less usefiil for determining
the size and Shape of the asteroids involved than ifthe observers
had observed visually and timed the occultaticm with a tape
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International Occultation Timing Association, Inc. (IOTA)

IOTA'S Mission
The International Occultation Timing Associatim Inc. was establiShed to encourage and facilitate the observation of occultations and
eclipses. It pruvides pMicti'msfw grazing occultations of stars by the Moon and prudictions for occultations of stars by asteroids and
planets, information on observing equipment and techniques, and reports to the members of observations made.

The ORices and Officers of IOTA
President
Executive Vice F*sidellt
Executive Socretary
Secretary & Treasurer
Vice President for Grazing Ocailtation Services
Vice President for Planetary Occultation Services
Vice President for Lunar Ckcultation Services
Editor for Occuhation Newsletter
IOTA/ES Section President
IOTA/ES Secnetary
IOTA/ES Treasurer
IOTA/ES Reseanch & Development
IOTES Public Relations

David W. DunhaIIL Dunham@erok.cxm
Paul Maley, PauLD.Maleyl@jscnasa.gcw
Rocky Harpe'. Ha'pc'R@Nvdmer.wiluneSRLcom
Craig A. and Terri A. McMMi« IOTA@inlandnet.net
Dr. Mitsuru S&nz SomaMT@cc.nao.acjp
Jim StamIIL JimStamm@aztec.asu.du
Kent Q&asak1 KeritO@hpctgjm.hpl.hp.com
Rex L. Eastom SkyGazer@,inlandnet.nct
Hans-joachim Bcxk, Bode@kphunix.han.de
Eberhard Bredner
Alfons Gabel
Wolfgang Beisker, Beisker@,gsf.&
Eberhard RiedeL 10075635lO@compuserve.com

IOTA Online-Timely Updates
The Ocaihatkm InformmkmLine at 301-474-4945 ismaintained by David and Joan Dunham. Messages may also be left at that number.
When uFKlates beoome availdbk for asteroidal oocultations in the central USA, the information can also be obtained firom either 708-2592376 (Chicago, IL) or 713-480-9878 (Hcyllml TX). The IOTA WWW Horne P@cs are at Mtp://www.sky.net/-mb~nrK)tandmhtm
for Lunar Occultations and Eclipses--maintained by Walter L. "Rob" Robinson--and http://www.anom~commta/gplashhtm for
Asteroidal Ckcultations--mUntained by Jim Hart.
~_

IOTA European Service (IOTA/ES)
Chservas hrm Europe aMtbe Britia Isles
join iota/es, sending a Eurocheck for DM 40,00 to the account IOTA/ES; BartoldKnaust Strasse 8; D-30459 Hannover, Germany; Postgiro Hannover 555 829-303; bank-code-number (Bankleitzdhl) 250 I® 30.
German members should give IOTA/ES an "authorization for collection" or "Einzugs-Emiaechtigung" to their bank account- Please
cmtact the secretary for a blank form. Full manberShjp in IOTA/ES includes the supplement for European observers (total and grazing
occultations) and minor planet occultaticm claW including last-minute predictions, when available. The addresses for IOTA/ES =:

Eberhard Bredner
IOTA/ES Secretary
Ginsterweg 14
D-59229 Ahlen 4 (IJblterg)
Germany
Fhone: 49-2388-3658 (in Germaijy 0-2388-3658)
Fax: 49-2381-36770 (in Germany 0-2381-36770)

Hans-joachim Bode
IOTA/ES Secticm President
Bartold-Knaust-Str. 8
D-30459 Hannovcr 91
Germany
Phone: 49-511-424696 (in Germany 0-511-424696)
Fax: 49-511-233112 (in Germany 0-511-233112)
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